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Abstract
The deliverable is a report presenting the activities undertaken to setup ReachOut's technical 
platform including the mailing lists, public website, LinkedIn group and Twitter account.

The report covers the design and implementation of the communication resources required to 
support ReachOut's operations and dissemination. The main resources develop for the project 
include a Web site, social media accounts and project mailing lists. The project's public Web site runs
on an XWiki platform hosted and administered by OW2. The social media accounts include a 
LinkedIn Group and a Twitter account to be used by the project participants, plus YouTube and 
SlideShare accounts to publish participant material. The project mailing lists are provided by the 
OW2 SYMPA platform hosted and administered by OW2. They will support the project partners' 
internal communications and communications between projects and beta testers.

This document reflects ReachOut actions related to tasks 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 of the DoA. 

Keyword list
Dissemination, website, wiki, internal communication, mailing lists, social networks, webinars, video,
sessions,  H2020,  Europe,  research  project,  open  source,  software,  market,  adoption,  value
proposition,  beta  test,  testing,   beta  testers,  BetaCenter,  collaboration,  platform,  dashboard,
campaign, support action.

Acronyms & Abbreviations
CSP Cloud Service Provider

DoA Description of Action

H2020 Horizon 2020

ICT Information and Communication Technologies

OSS Open Source Software

WP Work Package
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1 Introduction
The ReachOut team is building a Beta Testing Campaign Platform for European research projects to
help them reach out to their markets.

Section  2 of  the  report  details  the  ReachOut  Communication  Platform  designed  to  support
collaboration  between  the  project  participants.  This  platform  will  support  the  efforts  of  the
ReachOut team in helping campaign managers prepare, manage and optimize research project beta
testing  campaigns.  It  will  contribute  to  foster  interactions  with  beta  testers  and  collect  their
feedbacks.  We have  integrated  several  collaboration open source  software  and  online  services,
including a public website, a private wiki, social networks, webinars, mailing lists. 

Section 3 is dedicated to the Dissemination Plan, starting with the dissemination strategy with key
messages to deliver to targeted stakeholders. Then, we detail the main activities planned for and
with the research projects,  including public  sessions,  trade shows, press releases and marketing
collateral. 

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 7
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2 ReachOut Communication Platform
The  ReachOut  Communication  Platform  includes  a  selection of  customized  software  and  online
service to provide natural exchanges with all stakeholders and to support the collaboration required
by all  the project  WP.  For  instance, the website,  the educational  material,  marketing materials,
workshops and sessions will be made available using this platform.

The table below sums up the ReachOut Communication components, with management links and
setup descriptions. At this stage, It includes seven OW2 hosted services, one USS hosted service,
three free online services and one subscribed online service. This list will  evolve during the next
months to match all requirements the research project may have to successfully manage their beta
testing campaign.

Table   1  : ReachOut Communication Platform Components  

ReachOut Platform 
Component

URL 
(https://)

Software setup
or online service

More details
in sections

End-User Directory 
(user registration)

fusiondirectory.ow2.org FusionDirectory OW2 
hosted server

2.1

Git Repository & Issues
(software development)

gitlab.ow2.org/reachout GitLab OW2 hosted server 2.1

Package management 
(software distribution)

ReachOut Factory URL 
tbc

UForge AppCenter USS 
hosted server

2.1

OSCAR quality 
management (software 
tests & quality)

www.ow2.org/view/
IT_Infrastructure/ 

OSCAR OW2 hosted services 2.1

Private Wiki 
(ref. Doc,  Deliverables)

www.reachout-
project.eu/view/wiki/

XWiki OW2 hosted server 2.2

Public WebSite 
(news, events, collateral)

www.reachout-
project.eu

XWiki OW2 hosted server 2.3

BetaCenter 
(directory, dashboard) 

BetaCenter URL tbc Xwiki OW2 hosted server 2.3

Mailing Lists 
(interactions, support)

mail.ow2.org/wws/info/ SYMPA OW2 hosted server 2.4

LinkedIn Group 
(social discussions)

https://
www.linkedin.com/
groups/12173721/

LinkedIn free online services 2.5

Twitter account 
(social discussions)

twitter.com/
ReachOutH2020

Twitter free online services 2.5

SlideShare 
(presentations) 

www.slideshare.net/
reachoutproject

SlideShare free online 
services

2.5

Webinars 
(tutorials, remote training 
sessions)

URL tbc Zoom subscribed online 
service

2.6
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2.1 ReachOut Component Setup
The ReachOut  Communication Platform relies  on a  comprehensive  set  of  open source software
deployed and operated by OW2 and third party online services. Here are the main OSS involved in
ReachOut Communication Platform: 

• Fusion  Directory stores  the credentials  of  project  campaign managers,  beta  testers  and
ReachOut team participants. Each participant must have a valid account.

• The  Git repository hosts ReachOut internal software interactions between the developers
involved in the ReachOut project (issues, commits, branch request, etc.)

• OSCAR hosted services offer a software quality  check to the research projects thanks to
open source tools like ScanCode, SonarQube, Riscoss, STAMP, and Crossminer.

• the XWiki platform is used to organize the public website and the private wiki which stores
reference documents, WP activities, meeting information and deliverables. It is also used as
a  development  platform  to  create  and  update  the ReachOut  Beta  Testing  Campign
Platform, a web application to support research projects dissemination through beta testing
campaigns (integrated in WP2 and Task 2.1 and 2.2). 

• the SYMPA Server helps define and manage ReachOut Mailing lists for internal and external
discussions.

• the  UForge  AppCenter  server from  UShareSoft  is  the  software  image  packaging  and
deployment solution offered, as an option, to research projects.

Social networks and professional online services are also integrated side by side in the ReachOut
Communication Platform:

• LinkedIn group  is  used  to  support  (and  promote)   discussions  between  ReachOut
stakeholders, including research project contributors and partners. 

• Twitter account brings alerts to the ReachOut community and to project followers. 

• SlideShare stores ReachOut public presentations, also posted on the public website. 

• Zoom account is set up to offer research project teams the possibility to run webinars.

More software and online services will be used during the lifecycle of the ReachOut project, such as
the OW2 WebTV Channel1 relying on YouTube web services to store and stream video primers and
software demonstrations.

2.2 ReachOut Private Wiki
The ReachOut project participants are able to access the private wiki to share working documents,
and to prepare meetings, events, and deliverables. 

1 OW2 WebTV Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/channelOW2  

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 9
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In  January  2019,  Fraunhofer  FOKUS,  OW2 and UShareSoft employees  involved  in  the ReachOut
project received credentials and access rights to the private ReachOut wiki.  

The private wiki and the web site are developed on XWiki a robust Java application platform offering
professional wiki features such as team edition, rights management, PDF format export, etc.  XWiki
also  includes  an  advanced  Form  and  scripting  engine  making  it  a  strong  Web  development
environment  for  content-based  applications.  This  environment  will  be  leveraged  to  provide  the
ReachOut Beta Testing Campaign Platform to support research project beta testing campaigns.

Figure   1  : ReachOut Private Wiki  

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 10
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2.3 ReachOut Public WebSite
The ReachOut public website2 has been launched at the project kickoff in Grenoble,  January 10,
2019. It will be regularly updated with upcoming events, project actions, presentations, collaterals
and support  activities targeting the research projects and beta testers.  The website is  a work in
progress and will grow along with the project beta testing campaigns.

Figure   2  : ReachOut Public WebSite Graphic User Interface  

The public website is based on XWiki open source technologies, also used for the workspace private
wiki. The main menu of the website offers the following links:

• Discover brings an overview of the ReachOut approach, objectives, and timeline,

• BetaCenter  introduces  the  building  blocks  of  a  beta  testing  campaign,  a  glossary  and  a
project registration process, 

2 ReachOut Public Website: https://www.reachout-project.eu/  

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 11
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• Follow provides  details  about  the consortium activities,  including events,  press  releases,
project partner interviews and community interactions,

• Share distributes the project collateral, publications, presentations and more,

• About offers contributors contact, per project work package or per organisation, 

• Workspace allows to log-in to the private wiki and access to the software repository.

Beta testers will  be able to find and try innovative software from the H2020 projects using the
ReachOut market place (or directory of published beta testing campaigns). 

ReachOut website statistics will be provided in D4.2 (M18) and D4.4 (M36).

2.3.1 Improvements to the ReachOut BetaCenter

Following  the  feedback  of  the  November  2019  interim review,  the  ReachOut  project  team has
completely redesigned the appearance of the public part of the website, the ReachOut BetaCenter.

The redesigned ReachOut Homepage now suggests to visitors, as a first choice, to follow their own 
objectives and workflows, using one of the three buttons: 

1. Project Leader

2. Campaigns

3. Beta tester

Project Leaders are invited to improve their new software by registering a project. Then, they can 
create and promote a ReachOut beta-testing campaign, before learning from the feedback provided 
by beta testers. Through this workflow, they can align their software with the market expectations.

Campaigns is the place where the software projects and beta-testing campaigns are exposed in 
detail, including beta-testing start date and end date, test duration and instructions, targeted 
profiles, and incentives.

Beta testers, according to their business priorities and working environments, can choose their beta-
testing tasks, execute a scenario, answer feedback questions, then pick-up a reward. They can be 
motivated by the fresh look inside state-of-the-art software, or to enhance their professional 
network and join an emerging ecosystem.

The website Main Menu has been simplified to display only three public drop-down menus and a
private one:

1. The BetaCenter section provides all the ReachOut platform features and information

2. The Project section displays the ReachOut project activities

3. The Fine Print section details the terms and conditions to use ReachOut

4. The Workspace section brings access to the private Wiki

The ReachOut public website3 provides 31 editorial sections, accessible from the main menu, using 
the four choices mentioned above.

3 https://www.ReachOut-project.eu/  
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For each menu, a choice of complementary contents is provided as follow:

BetaCenter Project Fine Print Workspace

My home page
What is ReachOut?
– The Delivery Challenge
– FAQ
Methodology
– Templates
– Building Blocks
– Glossary
Tutorials
Scenario-Based Campaigns
Incentive Program
Factory
Webinars

At a glance 
– Contributors
– Consortium
– Contacts 
Deliverables
Software
Collateral
Readings
Community
Interviews
Events
Press

Informed Consent
Data Protection
Use of Cookies
Code of conduct
Disclaimer
Beta-Testing Agreement

Private wiki
Login issue?
Git repository

New content appears regularly in most of the editorial sections, according to planned dissemination 
activities and interactions with campaign managers and beta-testers.

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 13
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Figure   3  : ReachOut Redesigned Public Webpage  

2.4 ReachOut Mailing Lists
The ReachOut mailing lists are provided through the OW2 SYMPA server. As of mid-February 2019,
two mailing lists have been defined and populated (see Table 2). 

The first mailing list (reachout@ow2.org) serves the project’s internal communication. The second
list (reachout-support@ow2.org) is focused on outward communications and could evolve towards a
forum if we need a more interactive and mainstream media.

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 14
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Table   2  : ReachOut Mailing Lists  

Mailing List Name  Management Link Initial number of
participants

ReachOut 
Consortium

reachout@ow2.org http://mail.ow2.org/wws/info/reachout 14

ReachOut 
Support

reachout-
support@ow2.org

http://mail.ow2.org/wws/info/reachout-
support

7

Figure   4  : ReachOut Mailing List Management  

In addition, when a beta-testing campaign is created, a dedicated mailing list is also created, allowing
campaign managers and beta testers who wish to register to communicate with each other. It is a
channel where beta testers can ask questions related to the beta-testing campaign and interact with
each other, and campaign managers can provide answers, instructions and tips, and use this mailing
list also as a communication channel (reminding the closing date of the campaign, announcing a new
campaign, ...).

2.5 ReachOut Social Media
To grow the ReachOut community with more European software providers and beta testers, three
social  media  are  used  by  ReachOut.  The  following  figures  illustrate  the  initial  LinkedIn  group
discussion and first tweets, mainly based on the project kick-off meeting and our new logo. 

Also a ReachOut Slideshare account has been created to share upcoming public presentations.
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Figure   5  :  ReachOut LinkedIn Group  
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Figure   6  :  ReachOut Twitter Account  

As described in deliverable D4.2, activity on the ReachOut LinkedIn group and Twitter account as
well as Slideshare has increased since 2019.

The Twitter @ReachOutH2020 account, moderated by OW2, sent 166 tweets, as of May 2020. It is
followed by 85 professionals and follows 191. 

The LinkedIn ReachOut group provides 8 discussions at M18 with 4 ReachOut presentations posted
on Slideshare for a total of 193 views.

More statistics about social networks are provided in D4.2.

2.6 ReachOut Webinars
The  ReachOut  team  will  recommend  to  external  visitors  to  preview  a  video  primer  explaining
ReachOut tools value proposition. It will be both an introduction and a tutorial published on the
public website and broadly circulated among research projects. 

Also provided as remote training sessions, the ReachOut Webinars will  help research projects to
prepare and run a Beta Testing campaign, using the BetaCenter, then recruiting beta testers, and
interacting with external contributors and end-users.

As research projects will be on-boarded, the team will foster project-specific webinars to highlight
each project software outcome. This will help early users to discover and to implement innovative
software designed by the research projects.   

The ReachOut Webinars will be based on Zoom technology, also used for internal remote meetings,
with up to 100 potential attendees in the same interactive real time session. 

Each webinar can be recorded so that more projects participants and more beta testers can play or
replay them later on. YouTube and Slideshare will also be used to store and share video sessions and
public presentations. 

To schedule a new webinar, or to view a past webinar, a dedicated webpage will be provided on the
ReachOut public website. 

Webinars were initially planned during the first year of the project. However, since the ReachOut
BetaCenter was not in a production stage, webinars were re-scheduled to take place in 2020: 6
monthly webinars from January to June 2020, then two other webinars in the autumn.

Webinar # / Date Description Recorded transcription

ReachOut June
Webinar #6

How to set up an attractive incentive
program within ReachOut platform?

 https://www.reachout-project.eu/
view/Main/Tutorials/  

ReachOut May
Webinar #5 

Produce a properly packaged software
easy to access and deploy

 https://www.reachout-project.eu/
view/Main/Tutorials/  

ReachOut April
Webinar #4

How to build an efficient and attractive
testing scenario?

 https://www.reachout-project.eu/
view/Main/Tutorials/ 

ReachOut March
Webinar #3

ReachOut questionnaire tips to
maximize feedback from beta testers

https://www.reachout-project.eu/
view/Main/Tutorials/ 

ReachOut  Febr. How to run a successful campaign using  https://www.reachout-project.eu/

REACHOUT H2020 Project, Grant Agreement No 825307 17
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Webinar # / Date Description Recorded transcription

Webinar #2 the ReachOut dashboard view/Main/Tutorials/ 

ReachOut Jan.
Webinar #1

Introduction to ReachOut Beta-testing
campaign

https://www.reachout-project.eu/
view/Main/Tutorials/ 

Figure   7  :  ReachOut   Public Webinars (S1 2020)  

The  list  of  planned  webinars  can  be  found  on  the  ReachOut  BetaCenter  Webinars  page
https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Webinars/. 

The  recording  of  passed  webinars  are  available  on  the  ReachOut  BetaCenter  Tutorials  page
https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/Main/Tutorials/. 

Also, while recruiting projects, we are taking the opportunity to present the ReachOut BetaCenter
not only to the campaign manager, usually the dissemination manager, but also to technical and
project coordinators. When we feel that the whole consortium could be interested to know more
about the support ReachOut can provide to the project, we propose a presentation during their next
project meeting. We called these meetings Private Workshops. The list of privately held webinars is
available in D3.3.
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3 Dissemination Plan
The initial dissemination plan aims at building awareness about the services of the ReachOut project
towards  the research  projects  developing  software  to  help  them  recruit  beta  testers  in  their
potential markets and ecosystem.  The objective of ReachOut is to provide the engaged beta testers
everything they need to provide feedback about their user experience.

The ReachOut team will organize face-to-face and remote interactions to promote the project beta
testing campaigns. In particular, we are planning: 

• Sessions organization 

• Exhibitions

• Press releases

3.1 Dissemination Strategy
Three dissemination objectives have been defined that will  guide relevant activities to be timely
delivered to H2020 projects throughout the whole duration of ReachOut.

The following tables summarize how to achieve these objectives. For each one, we determine the
main message (to be refined, of course, as we implement the plan) we want to deliver to groups of
stakeholders, the actions to be performed in order to deliver the message, the actors involved in
these actions and the timing of the delivery.

Table   3  : Dissemination Objective 1 Main Message, Targeted Stakeholders and Actions  

Dissemination Objective 1 Support awareness for ReachOut and community building
efforts between projects and beta testers by making available

the necessary technical infrastructure.

Message Use the ReachOut platform to successfully launch your beta 
testing campaigns.

Target Audience EC funded projects dissemination and exploitation leaders in 
domain such as Software Engineering, IoT, Cloud Computing, 
Automotive, Smart Cities.

Action Actors Timeline

Build the ReachOut 
Communication Platform, setting 
up and integrating collaboration 
software and online services. 
Design a visual identity (logo, 
graphic charter, etc.). Prepare 
website and wiki sections. Start 
content curation, including social 
media.

OW2, USS, FF Y1 (2019),  H1 Y2 (H1 2020)
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Table   4  : Dissemination Objective 2 Main Message, Targeted Stakeholders and Actions  

Dissemination Objective 2 Promote the BetaCenter for the benefit of beta testing
campaigns hosted in the software industry and market

through appropriate message content and communication
material.

Message Check out ReachOut to discover the richness of European 
Research and try out cutting-edge software for a glimpse of 
what the future holds for you. 

Target Audience Developers, IT professionals, researchers, students.

Action Actors Timeline

  
Organize presentations at EU-
driven events and industry 
conference sessions and trade 
shows to create awareness among 
H2020 projects and highlight the 
benefits of the BetaCenter.

OW2, USS, FF Year 1, 2, 3 (2019-2020)

Table   5  : Dissemination Objective 3 Main Messages, Targeted Stakeholders and Actions  

Dissemination Objective 3 Connect the BetaCenter with potential users, partners and
complementors with projects.

Message to H2020 projects Make the ReachOut platform your resource center to interact 
with beta testers, collect feedback and improve your software 
from their user experience. 

Message to beta testers Register on the ReachOut platform and you will be kept 
informed about innovative software for your own interest and 
business.

Stakeholders EC funded projects dissemination and exploitation leaders in 
domain such as Software Engineering, IoT, Cloud Computing, 
Automotive, Smart Cities.

End-users: Developers, IT professionals, researchers, students.

Action Actors Timeline

Offer sessions during OSS 
community events,  industry 
conferences and trade shows, 
prepare workshops and webinars 
to recruit beta testers, and foster 
interactions with projects.

OW2, USS, FF Year 1, 2, 3 (2019-2021)

 

More details about dissemination actions will be provided in D4.2 (M18) and D4.4 (M36). They will
include an accurate timeline of actions during the beta testing campaigns. By then, a list of actions
will be provided in the private wiki WP4 section.
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3.2 Events
Face to face communication remains essential to convince research projects to launch a beta testing
campaign, and to recruit beta testers to try new software. We will explain the value proposal of
ReachOut during conference sessions and on a dedicated ReachOut booth. There, we will have the
opportunity to showcase the ReachOut platform and how it can help design, launch and support
successful beta testing campaign. 

Note  that  more  event  opportunities  will  be  collected  by  polling  relevant  events  identified  by
research projects; they will be listed in the private wiki event plan and we will also make the list
accessible to all campaign managers.  

3.2.1 Sessions

The ReachOut team will  organize dedicated presentation tracks,  or sessions, hosted within main
industry  conferences.  In  these  sessions,  projects  will  be  invited  to  present  their  beta  testing
campaigns.

Sessions and exhibition efforts will  be selected in order to create synergies between projects in
domains such as Software Engineering (OSCON, FOSDEM, Paris Open Source Summit), IoT (IOTSWC,
IoT World), Cloud Computing (Cloud Computing World Expo, OpenStack Summit), Automotive, Smart
Cities, etc. See Section 3.2.2. for tangible examples during the first year of the project. 

EC events, such as ICT, and Open Source Software community events (EclipseCon, OSCON, OW2con)
will increase the number of opportunities to drive dissemination actions with research projects, and
to showcase the outcomes of ReachOut beta testing campaigns. 

Moreover, workshops are planned during open source events (OW2con, Paris Open Source Summit,
etc.)  to  present  the  BetaCenter  and  to  support  collaborative  projects  during  their  beta  testing
campaigns. 

3.2.2 Exhibitions

We will  prepare and showcase ReachOut during ICT trade shows and conferences.  Benefits and
demonstrations will  be provided to the attendees near a floor-standing poster  and TVs running
screen casts, while brochures and flyers will be distributed. 

Renting a booth with pods animated by invited research projects will  allow the stakeholders to
showcase their most recent software assets, technologies and concepts and will contribute to recruit
beta testers. 

The  table  below provides  a  first  list  of  public  events  to  be  considered  in  conjunction with  the
projects. The first three events to organize ReachOut sessions appear with a grey background. 

This list will evolve along the duration of the ReachOut project. It will be updated on the private wiki
event plan section. Then, after selection, only the relevant events will be shared with the research
projects providing software outcomes.
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Table   6  : ReachOut Initial Event Plan  

Event Name Dates Place Main Topics

Open   Infrastructure     
Summit (OpenStack)

April 29-May 1, 2019 Denver, Colorado Cloud, OSS

TM Forum May 14-16, 2019 Nice, France Software, Telecom 
Management,
Smart Cities

DataCloud Congress June 4-6, 2019 Monaco Cloud, DC

OW2con'19 June 12-13, 2019 Paris, France OSS

AI & Big Data June 19-20 Amsterdam, NL AI, Big Data

CeBIT June 24-28, 2019 Hannover, Germany ICT, IoT, OSS

Innovative City July 10, 11 Nice, France Smart Cities

OSCON July 15-18, 2019 Portland, Oregon, US OSS

World Summit AI Oct 9-10 2019 Amsterdam, NL AI

IoT Solutions World 
Congress

Oct 29-31, 2019 Barcelona, Spain IoT

EclipseCon Europe October 23-25, 2019 Ludwigsburg, Germany Software Engineering

DeVoxx Belgium Nov 4-8, 2019 Antwerpen, Belgium DevOps

ICT 2019 Tbc Tbc ICT, EC projects

SFSCon Nov. 15 2019 Bolzano, Italy OSS

Smart City Expo Nov. 19-21 Barcelona, Spain Smart Cities

Cloud Expo Europe Nov. 26-28 2019 Paris, France Cloud

Paris Open Source 
Summit 2019

Dec Paris, France OSS

FOSDEM Febr. 2020 Brussels, Belgium DevOps

Automotive IT Congress Mar. 2020 Berlin, Germany Automotive IT

Cloud Computing 
World Expo

Mar. 2020 Paris, France Cloud, DC, IoT, Forum 
security

CloudFest Mar. 2020 EuropaPark, Germany Cloud

Devoxx France Apr. 2020 Paris, France DevOps

More events to consider with research projects will be provided in D4.2 (M18). By then, they will be
collected in the private wiki event plan, after research based on international trade show organizers
and conference aggregation sites such as:

• Smart City events: https://smartcity.brussels/agenda-fr

• Software testing events: https://testingconferences.org

• OSS events: https://opensource.com/resources/conferences-and-events-monthly 
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3.3 Press Releases
To help projects promote their beta testing campaigns,  ReachOut will provide press releases edition
guidelines,  templates,  and  examples  of  leading  industry  publications  in  Europe.  Our  initial  list
includes contacts to some 20 titles including The Server Side, InfoQ, Cloud Pro, Business Cloud News,
ZDNet,  Global  Security  Mag,  Le  Mag  IT,  Programmez,  Solutions  Numériques,  L’informaticien,
Linuxmag, L’Usine Digitale.  We will also encourage research projects to increment this list with their
own contacts for the benefits of other projects.

Distributing press releases issued by research projects dissemination leaders will spread the most
important project news about software achievements to a large number of ICT professionals. 

We will take into account the number of press releases as well as the number of expert interviews
the research projects have to offer. 

Two  Press  Releases  per  year  will  also  be  written  by  the  ReachOut  team  and  sent  out  to  ICT
journalists  globally,  via an online news distribution service.  The six ReachOut Press Releases are
detailed in the table below. They will be launched in parallel with the main industry and OSS events.

Table   7  : ReachOut Press Release Plan  

PR # Target Date Object Parallel Events examples

1 June 2019 ReachOut BetaCenter Launch at OW2con’19

2 Dec. 2019 First Research Projects managing their
Beta Testing Campaign with ReachOut

at POSS 2019

3 July 2020 New ReachOut Session to be organized at OSCON 2020

4 Nov. 2020 More research projects running a beta testing 
campaign with ReachOut

at ICT 2020

5 June 2020 New ReachOut Session to be organized at CeBit 2021

6 Nov. 2021 Final list of research projects managing a beta 
testing campaigns with ReachOut

at EclipseCon Europe 2021

ReachOut public website will also display the research projects own Press Releases when they will
mention new software ready to download and to try through the BetaCenter.

3.4 Marketing Collateral 
We are  planing  to  distribute  several  marketing collateral,  as  reminders  for  research projects  to
engage with ReachOut and to help them recruit beta testers. 

3.4.1 Project Logo and colors 

The creation of a corporate visual identity plays a significant role in the way the project presents
itself to both internal and external stakeholders. Therefore, the ReachOut logo and the following
project colors will  be used in all  the project public collateral,  including flyers, posters, brochure,
stickers, printed and online documents. 
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Figure   8  :  ReachOut Logo  

Table   8  : ReachOut Colors  

First Level Color RGB Heaxdecimal

Blue rgb(0, 157, 255); #009DFF

Green rgb(129, 204, 0); #81CC00

Yellow rgb(255, 221, 0); #FFDD00

Orange rgb(255, 102, 0); #FF6600

Red rgb(255, 0, 0); #FF0000

Purple rgb(128, 0, 128); #800080

Information about  ReachOut template files, fonts, logo and color variations, is available for the
project  participants  in  the  private  template  section:
https://www.reachout-project.eu/view/wiki/template/ 

3.4.2 Project Collateral 

The table and figure below details our collateral development plan:

Table   9  : ReachOut 2019 Collateral  

Collateral Target Date Target Events

Factsheet May 2019

Press Release #1 June 2019 OW2con’19

Roll-up Totem June 2020 OW2con’19

Session (or Workshop) Presentation June 2019 OW2con’19

BetaCenter Video July 2019

Brochure Sept 2019

ReachOut Webinar #1 Oct 2019

White Paper Nov 2019

Notebooks & Pens Nov 2019

Press Release #2 Dec 2019

Session (or Workshop) Presentation Dec 2019 POSS & ICT
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Figure   9  : ReachOut 2019 Collateral Timeline   

These collateral will re-use the project's visual identity and logo. They will be available for a broad
distribution at ICT industry and open source community events.

A  video  primer  will  introduce  the  BetaCenter  while  more  tutorials  will  provide  closer  views  of
ReachOut  tools  and methodology,  including  the  dashboard,  the self  assessment  scorecards,  the
software inventory and technical licensing framework and the minimum viable product approach. 

These important education supports along with screen casts and conference presentations will be
shared on the ReachOut public web site.

3.5 Dissemination KPIs
As a reminder we list here the KPIs from the proposal, they reflect the ambition of the dissemination
plan (in bold, target values at the end of the project):

• Industry Events KPI: 

◦ 6 to 12 events (2-4 per year)

◦ Presentations at industry conference sessions KPI: 9 to 12 (3-4 per year)

• Press Releases KPI: 6 (2 per year)

• Website KPIs:

◦ 3 000 unique users

◦ 6 000 sessions, 

◦ 5 000 page views  

• Social Media KPIs: 

◦ 300-600 tweets (100-200 tweets per year)

◦ 500+ followers

Operational statistics will be monitored and reported at each review. However statistics currently
available are nor meaningful since the ReachOut project was launched only six weeks ago at the time
of writing this report.  Key content, visitors, collaboration and social network statistics will also be
reported in the first and final reports on dissemination and communication actions (D4.2 at M18,
then D4.4 at M36).
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4 Conclusion
This  Deliverable  4.1  describes  the  collaborative  platform  and  the  dissemination  plan  set  up  to
support the ReachOut project.

We have detailed the server software and online services that have been set-up and integrated to
build the ReachOut Communication Platform, to support the collaborative work of the ReachOut
partners and to offer a continuous support to research projects running beta testing campaigns. 

We have introduced the ReachOut public website and private wiki which are now online.

This  report  also outlines  the dissemination strategy,  highlights  the main messages to  deliver  to
target  audiences,  lists  the  planned marketing  materials,  and  identifies  relevant  ICT  events  with
opportunities for exhibitions and presentations. 

More details about dissemination actions are provided in D4.2 (M18). 
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